Patient motion can cause artifacts, which can lead to difficulty in interpretation. The purpose of this study is to create 3D digital anthropomorphic phantoms which model the location of the structures of the chest and upper abdomen of human volunteers undergoing a series of clinically relevant motions. The 3D anatomy is modeled using the XCAT phantom and based on MRI studies. The NURBS surfaces of the XCAT are interactively adapted to fit the MRI studies. A detailed XCAT phantom is first developed from an EKG triggered Navigator acquisition composed of sagittal slices with a 3 x 3 x 3 mm voxel dimension. Rigid body motion states are then acquired at breath-hold as sagittal slices partially covering the thorax, centered on the heart, with 9 mm gaps between them. For non-rigid body motion requiring greater sampling, modified Navigator sequences covering the entire thorax with 3 mm gaps between slices are obtained. The structures of the initial XCAT are then adapted to fit these different motion states. Simultaneous to MRI imaging the positions of multiple reflective markers on stretchy bands about the volunteer's chest and abdomen are optically tracked in 3D via stereo imaging. These phantoms with combined position tracking will be used to investigate both imaging-data-driven and motion-tracking strategies to estimate and correct for patient motion. Our initial application will be to cardiacperfusion SPECT imaging where the XCAT phantoms will be used to create patient activity and attenuation distributions for each volunteer with corresponding motion tracking data from the markers on the body-surface. Monte Carlo methods will then be used to simulate SPECT acquisitions, which will be used to evaluate various motion estimation and correction strategies.
INTRODUCTION

Motivation for motion correction
Patient motion during emission imaging can create artifacts in the reconstructed emission distributions, which may mislead the diagnosis. These motions can be classified as rigid (translations and rotations in 6 degree of freedom, DOF) and non-rigid body motions (twisting, stretching etc.) formed by voluntary, cardiac and respiratory motions or combination of these [1] . As PET and SPECT modalities are getting more accurate and providing higher spatial-resolution, the impact of motion effect is becoming more critical in obtaining more quantitative images. Another common source of motion artifact has been reported in multimodality systems (PET/CT and SPECT/CT), due to the erroneous attenuation maps obtained from mismatched x-ray transmission data and the emission scans [2, 3] . In fact, a recent study of cardiac SPECT/CT reported that 42% of the studies had moderate to severe misregistration [4] , and a recent study of cardiac PET/CT reported moderate to severe misregistration related perfusion artifacts in 40% patients studied [5] . Besides numerous software methods based on emission data only, various hardware approaches have been developed to detect and compensate for motion. For respiratory motion correction, phase or amplitude based gating methods using pneumatic pressure belts are used. For cardiac respiratory gating electrocardiography (EKG) is utilized [6] . In addition to these devices, external optical or near-infrared cameras for motion tracking have been used [7] . Once the motion has been estimated, this information have been implemented in iterative reconstruction algorithms to compensate for motion [1].
Development /evaluation strategies
There are various ways of testing the effectiveness of motion correction methods applied in emission tomography. Physical phantoms, such as anthropomorphic phantom [8] , are in most cases rigid, and thus do not reflect true non-rigid nature of patient motion. Therefore, they are not suitable for testing non-rigid motion correction methods. Patient Studies are the ultimate way to test the correction methods. However, knowing the quantitative ground truth is often not possible. Also, they are expensive to collect and validate. Further they are good only for existing imaging systems and cannot be used to evaluate a new design. Digital mathematical phantoms, such as the Mathmatical Cadiac-Torso (MCAT) [9] , based on simple geometrical constructs provide the ground truth and can be simulated in computer environment without needing expensive nuclear medicine devices. While they provide quick validations and proof of principle, these phantoms are usually far from representing real patient anatomy and motions. Finally, realistic digital anthropomorphic phantoms can be based on actual human anatomy and physiology. Coupled with Monte Carlo or other tools to accurately simulate the imaging system, these phantoms can be used to create datasets, which have a known truth for testing 3D reconstruction algorithms. The best known and most widely disseminated of the humanoid anthropomorphic designs are the NURBs-based Cardiac-Torso (NCAT) [10] and the extended Cardiac-Torso (XCAT) [11] phantoms. XCAT digital phantoms have been widely used in PET and SPECT Monte Carlo simulations (e.g., GATE, SIMIND, SimSET) [12] [13] [14] . They provide highly detailed and realistic anatomical and emission distributions. They are also increasingly able to model physiologic organ movements, including cardiac and respiratory motions, based on real human data [11, 15] . In the NCAT version, the anatomy was based on CT data, while in the XCAT version much more detailed anatomy from National Library of Medicine (NLM) [15] .
Research objective
The purpose of this study is to create 3D digital anthropomorphic phantoms based on MRI data of volunteers undergoing a series of clinically relevant motions. These phantoms with combined position tracking will be used to investigate both imaging-data-driven and motion tracking strategies to estimate and correct for patient motion. Our initial application will be to cardiac-perfusion SPECT imaging where the voxelized XCAT phantoms will model patient activity and attenuation distributions for each volunteer with corresponding motion tracking data from the markers on the bodysurface. Monte Carlo methods will then be used to simulate SPECT acquisitions, which will be used to evaluate various motion estimation and correction strategies.
METHODS
MRI Acquisition
MRI scans were obtained of volunteers using the quadrature body coil of a 3.0 T Philips Medical System. All scans were performed without contrast. Volunteers were positioned on MRI table with arms over their head on duplicate patient support to that used in our clinic for SPECT cardiac perfusion imaging. The initial MR images of the torso on each volunteer were acquired sagittally with single shot real-time EKG and Navigator gated sequence (2D T1-Fast Field Echo, TR/TE = 5.5/3.1, slices = 117, acquisition matrix = 128x128, voxel size = 3 mm). From this data, transaxial and coronal reformats were reconstructed. Subsequently, a Breath-hold sequence (2D T1-Fast Field Echo, TR/TE = 5.5/3.1, acquisition matrix = 128x128, voxel size = 3mm) consisting of two sets of 13 EKG triggered sagittal slices with 9 mm gaps centered on the heart was obtained. Appropriate trigger delay was calculated based on the subject's heart rate to delay the sequence with respect to the R-wave of the EKG, to benefit from the relatively steady duration of the diastolic part of the cardiac cycle i.e. to obtain maximum blood pool in the ventricles and hence significant contrast between the blood pool and the relatively stationary heart tissue. The volunteer does mild hyperventilation, holds breath at approximately end expiration, and then signals to start MRI acquisition. The first 13-slice sequence represents premovement, followed by the volunteer moving in a predetermined manor and signaling, and then repeating the sequence for a post-movement image. These breath hold sequences are then repeated for different movements. This approach worked well for rigid body movement; however, for non-rigid movements more data was needed to completely visualize the anatomy. Therefore, for non-rigid body movement, a modified Navigator sequence (2D T1-Fast Field Echo, TR/TE = 5.5/3.1, acquisition matrix = 128x128, voxel size = 3mm) consisting of 59 EKG triggered sagittal slices covering the entire thorax with 3mm gaps between slices was obtained. These modified Navigator sequences were captured at end expiration with the volunteer prolonging end expiration phase by breathing normally and breath holding at each end expiration until necessary to inhale again followed by a return to holding end expiration. The respiratory tracing data was monitored in the MotionTrak Display window by the researcher who provided feedback to the volunteer to inhale or exhale to keep the end expiration in the target gate window for accepted MRI acquisitions. The respiratory tracing showing liver and lung movements over time with the MotionTrak Display Tool is shown in figure 1. When the MotionTrak Display Tool is in the gate window shown by the parallel blue lines data will be acquired.
External Motion Tracking
During MRI volunteer motion was tracked using retro-reflective spherical markers on disposable bands wrapped about the chest and abdomen of the volunteer using Vicon Tracking System (VTS), a near-infra-red stereo tracking system. Simultaneous VTS and MR imaging of volunteers will be used to investigate the ability of tracking markers on the chest surface to predict motion of the heart within the chest. MRI and Vicon imaging of a volunteer is shown in Figure 2. 
XCAT phantom creation
We created individual-specific extended cardiac-torso (XCAT) phantoms [11] fit to our volunteer MRI imaging data using an interactive graphical user interface (GUI) (Figure 3 ) developed by Dr. Segars, which allows a user to adapt the NURBS-based structures of the XCAT phantom to tomographic data. We used the Navigator sequence covering the complete torso to match the XCAT phantom to the volunteer's specific anatomy as seen on MRI imaging. The fitting of the XCAT to the MRI was done by first contouring the body shape, followed by scaling the skeleton to match the volunteer's skeleton, and then each organ is contoured or scaled to match the MRI data. For rigid body motion, the volunteer specific XCAT phantom was then fitted to the 13 sagittal slice breath-hold sequences corresponding to preand post-motion states by first matching the heart location and then modifying the other organ shapes and locations of the initial XCAT to match that of the ones at different motion states. For non-rigid body motion, the XCAT phantom was fitted to the 59 slice modified navigator sequence and compared to the initial Navigator generated XCAT phantom as the pre-motion state.
The patient activity and attenuation distributions for each volunteer motion state were generated using Dr. Segar's program (dxcat1) to create voxelized XCAT phantoms based on user-defined parameters, which assign organ activities and their corresponding attenuation values. These phantoms representing each motion state correspond with motion tracking data from the markers on the body-surface. Monte Carlo methods will be then performed to simulate SPECT acquisitions, which will be used to evaluate various motion estimation and correction strategies. Figure 4 shows an MRI study from a human volunteer obtained using an EKG triggered Navigator sequence showing transverse, coronal and sagittal slices. As shown, the blood pool and myocardium of the left ventricle are clearly visible. In Figure 5 a sample of the NURBS-based XCAT phantom with various structures segmented to construct a detailed anatomical model is shown. The body surface is shown in yellow and bones in white. Both the spine and the sternum are visible in this sagittal section. Each rib is also outlined; however, no ribs are visible in figure 5 due to the mid-sagittal plane of the section. Intervertebral disks are seen in yellow between the vertebrae. Examples of multiple motion states including an axial slide, which represents a 6-DOF rigid motion, and a shoulder twist, a non-rigid body movement are shown in figures 6-9. The XCAT phantoms overlaid on MRI images are shown for the motions in figures 6 and 8, while the voxelized XCAT phantoms representing emission and attenuation distributions along with differences in those phantoms are shown in figures 7 and 9. 
RESULTS
CONCLUSIONS
We successfully segmented the organs from the MRI data to create 3D voxelized phantoms representing different motion states, including both 6-DOF and non-rigid body motion. The internal organ motion data obtained from MRI, will be correlated with external motion tracking data for developing and evaluating motion correction methods. We plan to use the phantoms initially for performing cardiac SPECT simulations to improve motion correction algorithms. 
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